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Building blocks Building blocks
The ReadOut System (ROS) PC • More work required but overall potential seems to be low • Since its installation in 2006/2007 the ROS system has worked very reliably • The ROS in its current configuration meets the requirements that were specified in the ATLAS Technical Design Report • Several alternatives exist for the further improvement of the performance
• More detailed tests have to be carried out in the deployed system to better understand the relative advantages and disadvantages of these alternatives • The development of a PCIe based ROBIN has been started • Because motherboards with at least 4 64-bit PCI slots become difficult to find • Faster PPC CPU will also improve ROBIN performance • Based on today's understanding of the ATLAS TDAQ (HLT rejection factor and algorithms) as well as the planned upgrades of ATLAS and LHC the current ROS architecture fulfills the requirements of phase 0 & 1 of ATLAS
